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Books and Online 

Resources  

to transform  

our World 

2018 Catalogue 
 

From  

Ray Simpson and other  

members of the  

Community of Aidan and Hilda 
www.aidanandhilda.org  

Community of Aidan and Hilda 
Facebook  

http://www.facebook.com/CAandH 
 

For Ray Simpson’s Website  
including  blog and resources:  

www.raysimpson.org 
daily prayer tweet: Twitter@praycelticdaily 

Facebook: 
  http://www.facebook.com/revd.ray.simpson  

 

 Spirituality 

 Celtic 

 Body-mind-spirit 

 New monastic and meditation 

 Church and worship 
 See great new publishing announcements.  

http://www.facebook.com/revd.ray.simpson
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New 

4. The Lindisfarne Gospels  
-  the English Church and our  

multi-cultural world 
 

‘A very useful little book’ 
 

 Published during the  celebrations of 

this ‘book that made Britain ’ (Sunday 
Times), it introduces us to the story, strands and  
spirituality of the Lindisfarne Gospels,  praying the 
Four  Archetypes with the Gospel  
portraits, and to fresh prayer and worship material 
related to the Gospels for  churches 
Price  £12.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew  
ISBN 9781848675872 

3. Houses of Prayer 
What they are, where to find them, 

and how to start them. 
 

Prayer and houses of prayer can take 

many innovative as well as traditional 

forms.  Ray highlights examples of houses 

of prayer in the bible, early church and 

contemporary life. A rich resource,  

providing practical suggestions for those who are  

considering setting up or developing a prayer house and 

offering an amazing array of prayer suggestions for  

private and public, part-time and full-time prayer houses. 

£12.99, Publisher Kevin Mayhew, ISBN 9781848678064  

1. Bethlehem’s Road  
-  A journey through Advent 

 
The coming of Jesus changed our world 

forever. During the season of Advent, 

we best prepare for the arrival of Jesus, 

the Coming One, by keeping our hearts 

and minds open and making room for 

him. Yet we allow things to get in the 

way. In this collection of 40 daily  

reflections Ray  first outlines the roadblocks,  that need to 

be cleared away so that we are ready for Jesus’  

arrival. Next, he identifies the signposts that help us to 

travel in the direction of what or who is coming.  And 

finally, he considers glimpses of glory.   

Price  £8.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew 
 ISBN 9781848679092  

2. St Aidan’s Way of Mission  
-  Celtic insights for a  
post-Christian world. 
With Brent Lyons-Lee 

 
‘St Aidan's Way of Mission is a  

delightful read, weaving together the 
story of this inspiring saint and  

implications for contemporary ministry.’ 
Dr Darren Cronshaw 

 

This book includes everything that Bede records of  

Aidan’s mission, and appraises today’s missional  

approaches in the light of six markers: 1. Indigenous, 2. 

Non-possessive,  3. Way of life,   4. Creation-friendly, 5. 

Soul friendship, 6. Villages of God.  

Price  £7.99, Publisher - BRF ISBN 9780857464859 

www.brfonline.org.uk 
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48. The Cowshed Revolution  
‘ prophetic, brilliantly timed… and  

original’.    Robin Evans  
'Capitalism is in crisis.   It has  become 
divorced from moral norms. The 

Church, which in the past has provided a moral and 
social framework to guide the "free market", is   
perceived to have forfeited the common ground. Yet 
experiments such as The Big Society cannot work 
unless the population is motivated to service. So  
society and the Church are at a tipping point. What 
is the way forward?   -  Ray suggests it lies in an  
increase of downwardly mobile people - able  
Christians who lay down their lives for the  common 
good.  He explores fresh thinking, and tells the  
inspiring story of such people, past and present, 
whose social enterprises, if multiplied, could make 
all the difference.  The international "Occupy"  
movement wants the 1 per cent who hold the levers 
of money and power to relate to the 99 per cent as 
one community:  this book suggests ways in which 
this can come about.' 
Price £12.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew,  ISBN 9781848674677  

Society 

******************************************************************************************************************************** 

Bowthorpe: a community’s beginnings.  
by Ray Simpson is out of print but may be 
downloaded free from  www.bowthorpenews.co.uk  

49. Healing Wounded History  
 Reconciling peoples and healing  

       places          By Russ Parker  

 

Exploring the power of wounded group stories 

and revealing how they affect the people and places where 

they first occurred. Russ shows how history repeats itself 

until we find ways to listen to it, locate where it is  

happening, and find healing for its consequences.  

Price £14.99, Publisher SPCK, ISBN 9780281066254  

50. Healing generational wounds -    
Douglas w Schoeninger PhD and  

Judith Allen Shelly DMin 
 

This book provides an intercessory prayer 

process for healing and freeing families,  

organizations, and communities from wounds and burdens 

passed from generation to generation.  

Explaining a biblical foundation and essential theory to 

determine the cause and roots of these generational curses 

then providing processes to stop the generational curse 

and heal the wounds caused by dysfunction. A book  

written for Christians interested in healing and those  

involved in healing ministries.  

Price £14.95 Publisher Xulon Press 978-1498442329    

Other Books  -  
51. Waymarks for the Way by Eric Pike, self published, 

£12.  A handbook for our journey through life. 

 

52. Me, God and Prozac Dorothy Neilson’s £7.99 Gilead  

A journey through depression. 

http://www.bowthorpenews.co.uk
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46. Ancient Faith Future Mission:  

New Monasticism as Fresh  

Expression of Church  
 
New monastic pioneers from UK and 
USA including Ray Simpson, Shane 

Claiborne and Ian Adams share their stories and  
reflect on how an ancient expression of being church 
is inspiring and shaping a very new one 

Price £16.99, Publisher - Canterbury Press,  
ISBN 9781848250444 
 

USA   Price $24.99   Publisher Church Publishing Inc.  
ISBN 9781848250444 

43.  Awakening Grassroots  

Spirituality                                                
A Celtic Guide for Nurturing and  

Maturing the Soul  
By Edwin M Leidel Jr.                     . 

‘In this guide, Bishop Ed Leidel shares 

with us such a vision, and gives us tools 

with which to bring the vision into being. 

The book helps us explore what it might mean to have a 

hearth – God’s hearth - at the heart of a person, a parish, 

and a diocese.’  - Ray Simpson, Celtic author and Guard-

ian of the Community of Aidan and Hilda  

Price £10.95, Publisher - iUniverse, Inc.  

45. An Advent Course  

Let Dreams Come True  
 

This inspirational 4-week course,  
intended for groups, but equally suited to 
individuals, offers 4 extra sessions to  
coincide with All Saints and  

Remembrance-tide, drawing on the ancient wisdom of the 
Celtic year which began on November 1st. 
£7.99  Publisher - Kevin Mayhew, ISBN 1-84417-423-9 

44. A Lent Course 

The Desert and the City  
 

A Lent group study that offers us the  
opportunity to walk with Christ through 
his desert, and confront our weaknesses 
and strengths  as well as his.  
 

£7.99 Publisher - Kevin Mayhew ISBN 9781844174850 

47. Praying the Waymarks in  

Colour: a Way of Life in  
Meditation and Illustration  

Becky Mairi Farrell  
 

This book is based on the Community of 

Aidan and Hilda’s Waymark Prayer, with 11 meditations 

and illustrations which act as a threshold to prayer.   

Price £9.50 Independantly published.  
Available from Amazon ISBN 978-1983084409  
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Way of Life 
8. Introducing the Community of     

Aidan and Hilda  
 

An introductory pack designed to answer 
your questions about what the Community 
of Aidan & Hilda is and how you can  

discern whether you are being called to become part of it.              

Price £4.00 - St. Aidan Press 

Introducing 
The International Community 

of 

Aidan and Hilda 
 

world-w ide people who journey  w ith G od,             
  r econnecting w ith 

the Spir it and t he Scriptur es,  
the Saints and t he Streets,  
the Seasons and the So il.  

 

     7. Celtic Christianity MP3 
A great course of 16 lectures on Celtic 

Christianity first delivered at Tyndale 

University College, Toronto in 2013.  

MP3’s to listen to in the car or at home. 

Subjects include Celtic prayer, poetry 

and art, penance and pilgrimage, saints and soul  

friendship, rule and rhythm, mission and models of 

church, heaven, justice, creation and the personal story of 

the Community of Aidan and Hilda. Total time 11 Hours. 

Price MP3     £19.99 Publisher - Lindisfarne Media 

6. Hilda of Whitby  
-  a spirituality for now. 

 
‘I am thankful to Ray Simpson for  
retelling Hilda’s story in a way that  
connects so directly with our  
contemporary world, inspiring prayer and 
reflection which I trust will bear fruit as it 
did so abundantly, in her own life.’ 

  Archbishop of York 
‘There have been times and places where the wise woman 

or wise man was central to the community. These people 

were not pandered celebrities, but those open to the depths 

of God, and a way of love. Hilda was such a woman. 

'Hilda of Whitby' reveals Hilda's secret as well as her  

history and perhaps may challenge us to seek new styles 

of leadership for  

today’.      Penny Warren CA&H Members Guardian 

Price  £7.99, Publisher - BRF ISBN 9781841017280  

www.brfonline.org.uk 

5. Aidan of Lindisfarne 
Irish Flame warms a new world 

 

This long awaited story of Aidan in  
Ireland, Scotland and England  
combines historical fiction with  
extensive factual notes and offers  

insights into the spiritual formation of a people. 

Price  £15.00 Wipf and Stock ISBN 9781625647627  

USA Price $25.00 Order online from their website. 
www.wipfandstock.com  

The Way 

An On-line Pilgrimage for Life 
For more information on the course go to 

www.waymarksoflife.com 

http://www.waymarksoflife.com
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9. New Celtic Monasticism   
 for Everyday People with Study Guide 

 

‘Ray Simpson’s most significant book this  
century… the New Monasticism is our future’ 
 

Christendom is over. The expressions of 
Christianity many of us grew up with belong to a 
receding past. The great emergence of new  
monasticisms is the future, but aspirations alone are 
not enough.  This book sets out a practical way to 
embrace a rhythm of prayer, learning, earth-care and 
healing, and tells the story of a small but worldwide, 
growing network of people who follow this way and 
find it life-giving. 
This revised edition of the Pilgrim Way includes  
resources and study material for individuals and 
groups, and invites them to follow this life-giving 
Way of Life. Price £14.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew, 

ISBN 9781848677005 

Prayer and Worship  

11. Celtic Blessings - 
Prayers for everyday Life 

 

Everyday and everywhere, blessings offer us 
the opportunity to invite faith into our daily 
lives.  They voice our hopes and thoughts and 

wishes, so why should we limit them to church? Deeply 
spiritual and highly practical this book contains over 130 
blessings and prayers for everyday events, formal  
occasions, daily and seasonal rituals and life's journeys. 
Price £13.50 Publisher - Loyola Press, ISBN 0-8294-1344-8 
USA Price $16.95 HB, Publisher - Loyola Press,  
ISBN 0-8294-1344-8  Order online from their website. 

10. Waymarks for the Journey–  
Daily Prayer to change your world 

This book sustains, informs, inspires. 
Jesus did not call people to join an  
organisation, but to follow a way of life.  
This daily prayer book is structured  
according to the way of life adopted by the 

Community of Aidan and Hilda. Along with a short Bible 
reading and reflection, each day includes a prayer and step 
to enable readers to move away from what is destructive 
towards what is life-giving. There is also a unique spiritual  
breathing exercise following the rhythm with which our 
bodies breathe, allowing us to pray with our very core, 
wherever we are.  
Price  £16.99, Kevin Mayhew ISBN  9781848672222 

 

Norwegian editions from Verbum Forlag  

Enklere, dypere, sannere 
A selection of 40 days readings only 
Price  249- ISBN  9788254312889  

 

Fra Hodet til Hjertet 
A selection of 30 texts using nature and the bible. 
Price  298 - ISBN  9788254313138   
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40. Church of the Isles                                                     
- the emerging church in Britain and 

Ireland a prophetic strategy for  
renewal    

 
‘Wonderful. I am thinking of using it for 
my first year Practical Theology Course.  

Rev. Dr. Ian Bradley,  
St. Andrews University ’. 

                                 
Essential reading, still ahead of it’s time,   for those  
engaged in the emerging church in Britain, Ireland and 
beyond. This book taps into the current hunger for  
spirituality, the death pains of obsolete church forms, and 
the rising tide of hope felt by many Christians.  It suggests 
ways the fragmented church may reconnect both with our 
common roots and our  contemporary environment,  
providing practical examples of churches  that bring  
praying, eating, learning and hospitality together in one 
place.  It proposes spiritual infra-structures for the  
evolving political shape of UK and Ireland, and a study 
course for individuals or groups.  

Price £10.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew,  
ISBN 1-84417-107-8 

41. The Transforming Church -                                           
An All-Age Programme for Vibrant  

Renewal  
 

If twelve churches engaged in this course for a 
year it could change the landscape’. 

 

A collection of material to enable  
transformation of churches and communities– a vibrant 
whole church experience!  
There is a guide book for leaders and mentors;  log books 
for adults, young people and children; the Little  
Meditation Book, the Little Prayer Book, and the Little 
Prayer Book for Children.  
 
Guide Book £12.99  
Others £5.99 each  Publisher - Kevin Mayhew 

42. Seekers Guide to the Christian 

Church –  
An open-minded, open-ended course 

 

‘If Church leaders get these out to post modern  
non-church goers it could turn the tide’ 

Presented as a dialogue between the Seeker and the Guide, 
this book answers questions asked by many people who 
are interested in joining the Christian Church, and points 
them in the right direction individuals may try it on there 
own.  . There is material for 19 sessions in groups.  
Price: £9.99, Publisher Kevin Mayhew,  
 ISBN 978-1-844417-711-4 
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39. Should I do A Somersault in 

Church?  A Celtic challenge to  
evangelicals and charismatics. 

 

A challenging and thought-provoking book, in which Ray 
briefly unpacks 49 probing and uncomfortable questions 
and shows a way of remaining true to fundamentals whilst 
being at ease with people from  diverse, or opposing back-
grounds. This book is helpful for both those asking  
questions, and those seeking to answer them.  

Price £8.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew, ISBN 1844175936 

36. High Street Monasteries -                    
Fresh Expressions of Committed  

Christianity 
 

Alongside the traditional Church comes a 
new wave of committed Christianity. High 
Street Monasteries explore five waves of the 

incoming tide, of new monasticism,  qualities of the monk 
in all of us, and the potential for ‘villages of God’. Includes 
an appendix on Biblical Foundations for Monastic Living. 
£10.99, Publisher Kevin Mayhew, ISBN 978-1-84867-168-3 

    34. Restoring the Woven Cord 

                  by Michael Mitton   

(with contributions in this revised edition from 

Elizabeth Culling, Bishop Eric Pike of South 

Africa, Ray Simpson and Jack Stapleford of 

USA )   

Price £8.99  ISBN 978-1841018003  

                   BRF www.brfonline.org.uk 

35. Celtic Journey CD/DVD-  
An Invitation to Walk Life's  

Pilgrim Way  
Talks on five essential features of Celtic 

spirituality interspersed with songs by Keith Duke 

and (in the DVD) inspiring images of Lindisfarne.  
Price CD     £9.99 Publisher - Kevin Mayhew 656172008926 
         DVD £14.99 Publisher - Kevin Mayhew 656172270453 

Church 

37. Creating Community- 
Ancient Ways for modern churches  

  by  Simon Reed 

Realising that the 3rd millennium church has 

much in common with the 1st millennium church, 

this book looks at three core elements: a Way of Life, 

Soul Friends and a rhythm of prayer, and shows how the 

rediscovery of these elements not only helps to bring be-

lievers to lasting maturity but creates genuine and much 

needed community in an increasingly fragmented world. 

 

38. Followers of the Way- 
Ancient Discipleship for modern Christians 

by  Simon Reed  
By drawing together today's need for disciples and 

Celtic Christianity, this book inspires authentic Christian 

discipleship for the contemporary world.  Both price £7.99  
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13. Gift Prayer Book Series–  
A) Prayers for the World      ISBN 1-84417-395-X 
B)  Prayers of Blessing        ISBN 1-84417-418-2 
C)  Prayers of Calm      ISBN 1-84417-396-8  
D)  Prayers of Creation      ISBN 1-84417-420-4  
E) Prayers for the Journey     ISBN 1-84417-384-1 
F) Prayers of Love and Peace    ISBN 1-84417-419-0 
G) Prayers of Sorrow & Devotion  ISBN 1-84417-417-4 
H) Prayers with the Risen Ones   ISBN 1-84417-397-6 
 
Price £5.99 each  
Publisher Kevin Mayhew  
Special Offer 4 for £20.00 

 

 

 

 
Celtic Christian e-Studies 

courses 
‘Head through the heart’ learning 

 

A link project of the Community of 

Aidan and Hilda 
 

We are excited to launch a new series 

of distance learning  

e-studies courses on aspects of Celtic 

Christian spirituality.   
 

1. Introduction to Celtic  
Christian Spirituality  

2. From Ancient Celtic to New  

Monasticism 

3. Creation  
 

Contact:  celtic.estudies@gmail.com 

12. Liturgies from Lindisfarne  -      
prayers and services for the  
pilgrimage of life— with CD-ROM 

a daily worship book for individuals, 
new monastic groups and churches.  
A revised selection with added material 

now in one volume. 
This provides prayer services for 
• Days of the week • Christian festivals • Natural 
seasons • Sacraments and special occasions  
including weddings, baptisms, an earth blessing,  
a healing service and an agape meal. 
The prayers and services are also contained on the 
accompanying CD-ROM for ease of use—a budget 
investment. 
 

Price £29.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew, ISBN 1848672635 

mailto:celtic.estudies@gmail.com
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14. The Celtic Prayer Book - In four volumes 
 

Vol. 1:  Prayer Rhythms - fourfold patterns 
 for each day.         
Drawing deeply from the Spirit and the  
Scriptures; the Saints and the Streets; the  
Seasons and the Soil, and reflecting the belief 
that as we reconnect prayer to the rhythms of 

our daily life we will be drawn more fully into God's  
purpose.  Suitable for both personal and group use. 
Price £16.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew, ISBN 1-84417-077-2 

 

Vol. 2:  Saints of the Isles - a year of feasts 
Chronicles the lives of early Celtic and other 
Christians in a  calendar of saints (Anglican, 
Orthodox, and Roman Catholic), with a daily  
introduction to each, a short prayer and Bible 
readings.  

Price £12.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew,  ISBN 1-84417-078-0  
 

Vol. 3:  Healing the Land - natural seasons, 
 sacraments & special services 
The introduction explores the meaning of 
‘healing the land’. Since the Church exists to be 
Christ's instrument for healing fragmented 
people and communities, that healing has to 
begin with the Church itself. Ray  Simpson 

draws on diverse sources within and  beyond the main 
Church traditions to provide profoundly prayerful and 
healing patterns of worship.   
Price £12.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew, ISBN  1-84417-109-4 
 

Vol. 4:  Great Celtic Christians -  
    alternative worship from  CA&H 
 For use as an alternative to a church service, 
group events or by individuals wanting to  
follow a daily pattern of prayer. It includes a 
calendar of saints' days;  commemorative 
dates; prayers, intercessions; poems; scripture 

readings; stories; dialogues; suggestions for displays and 
creative activities; and an index to facilitate themed  
celebrations.  
Price £12.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew, ISBN  1-84417-233-3 

Online Foundation Course —  

Igniting the Flame  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A foundation Course in living by a Way of Life 

from the Community of Aidan and Hilda, in which 

you have the personal support of a Tutor and a 

Mentor / Soul Friend, and the opportunity to take 

part in two retreats.  

 
Email—Carol at aidanandhildacommunity@gmail.com 
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32. Give yourself a Retreat on 

Holy Island 
 

This book enables anyone to plan and enjoy 
their own retreat on Holy Island. From its ‘a 
la carte’ menu the reader may choose places 
to explore, themes to meditate on, things to 

do and words to pray. 
Price £4.99 From St Aidan Press 

30. A Guide for Soul Friends - 
The Art of the Spiritual Companion 

 

This practical book explores ways a friend 
may accompany another. It looks at the  
meaning of soul friendship, what sort of  

people should be Soul Friends, how to get started, and 
coaching techniques, then it details  some of the great soul 
friends of the world.  Finally it gives suggestions for  
further reading and resources such as websites,  
associations, retreat centres and courses.  
Price £10.99, Publisher Kevin Mayhew, ISBN 978-1-84867-073-0 

33. Before We Say Goodbye– 

Preparing for a Good Death  
‘This inventive book … a book to use and  

recommend’ Church of England Newspaper. 
 
In this uplifting book Ray offers  
heartening, helpful suggestions inspiring 

us to think about and prepare for the end of our lives 
when we are young.  To die well we need to live life to the 
full.  Prayers, songs, poems, quotations and readings help 
you to say what you need to, and to state your wishes. 
Practical advice is provided on how to leave things in or-
der, making wills and funeral arrangements. 
Price £12.99, Kevin Mayhew, ISBN 9781848672628  

31. Soul Friendship - 
Celtic Insights into Spiritual  

Mentoring  
 Soul friendship is a challenging, heart warm-
ing and holistic tradition which weaves to-

gether evangelical, catholic, charismatic and post-modern 
strands – a widely recognised and successful way in which 
to achieve spiritual balance and growth. In a rising, world-
wide hunger for life coaches, mentors or spiritual guides, 
this book explores the qualities, disciplines and function of 
a soul friend who accompanies another on their faith  
journey, and to how to find and work with one. 
Original Edition out of print, available only from St Aidan Press   
Price £7.99 

E-book titles  
 

All books published by Kevin Mayhew 
direct from   

www.kevinmayhewdigital.com  

http://www.kevinmayhewdigital.com
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26. The Joy of Spiritual Fitness -  
honing and toning your mind, body,  

and soul.  
 
Most fitness programmes concentrate 
on physical fitness - they start from the  

outside and stop there. To achieve total fitness of the 
mind, body and soul we need to start on the inside 
and work outwards.  
Beginning with a spiritual health test. 
Price £10.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew, ISBN 1848672635 

27. Rediscovering the Ministry of 

Blessing 

Russ Parker 
Price £ 9.99 Publisher SPCK ISBN978-
0281069811  

24. The Mystic Path of Meditation-  

Beginning a Christ Centred  
Journey  

by David Cole 

This Book has something for everyone,  

beginner, or sceptic with teaching and theology, 

ideas and applications for all times of meditation.  
‘What a fine book.  The Mystic Path is presenting this 
message in a likeable, accessible intelligent and attractive 
way, a fine addition to our list’     
        ‘Winner of the Bronze Global Award’.  

Price 8.99 ISBN: 978-1-937211-99-8  

25. Celtic Prayers and Practises  
 –An Inner Journey 

           by David Cole 

 

Discover the Divine image that is the light in 

the centre of your being. Set out on the inner journey.  

Price 7.99 ISBN: 978-1-62524-103-0        Publisher 
Anamchara Books www.anamcharabooks.com 

Also available from Amazon as a kindle version 

28. Water from an Ancient Well:  
Celtic Spirituality for Modern Life   

Kenneth McIntosh, M. Div. 

 
Using story, scripture, reflection, and prayer, 

this book offers readers a taste of the living water that 

refreshed the ancient Celts. The author invites readers to 

imitate the Celtic saints who were aware of God as a liv-

ing presence in everybody and everything.  

Price £14.99, ISBN: 978-1-933630-98-4  
 

29. Celtic Nature Prayers:  
Prayers from an Ancient Well    

Kenneth McIntosh, M. Div. 
 

This prayerbook is a Nature-focused  

collection based on ancient Celtic prayers, 

weaving together words of hope and challenge. Each 

prayer is an opportunity to connect personal faith with 

environmental concerns.   

Price £10.75, ISBN: 978-1625242631  

Publisher Anamchara Books www.anamcharabooks.com 
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16. A Holy Island Prayer Book  
        another best seller 

 

A versatile worship resource or a personal 
prayer guide inspired by one of the world’s 
most sacred places and drawing on the  

Island’s Celtic heritage, will help to cultivate a simple and 
natural way of daily prayer using new and familiar 
prayers and readings for morning, midday and evening 
prayer over a 5 week cycle. Available on Kindle. 
Price £8.99, Publisher Canterbury Press UK/Morehouse 
USA,  ISBN 978-1-85311-474-8 In USA available on 

www.amazon.com . 

17a. Celtic Hymn Book - Melody 
 

A comprehensive collection of over 200 of the 
finest Celtic spiritual songs selected by Ray 
and arranged for keyboard and guitar by  
Lindisfarne musician Keith Duke.  

Price £7.99, Publisher Kevin Mayhew  
ISMN M-57024-479-9 

 

17b. Celtic Hymn Book - 
Full music edition  

 
 £16.99, Publisher Kevin Mayhew  
ISMN M-57024-439-3 

18. His Complete Celtic Prayers   

  
Here is a comprehensive collection of  
contemporary Celtic Prayers for use in 
worship.  Over 1500 prayers have been 

selected from more than twenty of Ray’s published 
titles and many have been freshly written for this 
book.  These prayers reconnect us with the seasons 
and the streets, the scriptures and the saints, the 
struggles and the silence; all created life is included. 
The exhaustive index will enable the busy minister 
to find a prayer for every occasion. 
£29.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew, ISBN 9781848673861  

15. Prayer Rhythms for Busy  

People 
 
A pocket edition of the Celtic Prayer Book 
with daily Morning, Midday, Evening, and 
Night prayers, together with Bible Readings.  
Can be kept in a pocket, workplace drawer, 

handbag, or car – for use wherever you are! 
 

Price £10.99, Publisher -Kevin Mayhew,  
ISBN 1-84417-357-7 

 
Norwegian edition Din rytme 
Din bonn: Keltiske bonner fra   
 Lindisfarne Publisher - Verbum 
price 328 
Danish edition: Du Er Min Ø I 

Havet Price DKK149.00 Publisher - Boedal  
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Celtic Spirituality 
20. Celtic Spirituality - 

Rhythm, Roots and Relationships  
- Best Seller! 

There is something peculiarly attractive 
about the    Christianity of the early Celtic-
speaking peoples. In a world that is drained 
and fragmented by materialism and  

rationalism, Celtic Christianity offers the hope of a natural 
and holistic faith. A useful, short introductory booklet on 
Celtic Christian Spirituality! 
Price £3.95, Publisher - Grove Books, ISBN 1-85174-530-0 

19. Reflective Services for Lent 
 

This book will be a breath of fresh air to many 
a worship leader and will hopefully bring a 
whiff of heaven 
 
How can you do justice to an  

approaching church season such as Lent, when the 
cupboard seems bare and work pressures are high?  
Here is a rich and relevant resource with practical 
tools,  giving services for Ash Wednesday to Easter 
(including each day of Holy week) with meditations, 
readings, suggestions for hymns and music,   
dialogues and creative activities.  Plus a take-home 
daily Lent check list, and a calendar of the last week 
in Jesus’ life! 
Price  £9.99, Publisher - Kevin Mayhew  
ISBN  978184 8675469 

21. Exploring Celtic Spirituality –  
Historic Roots for Our Future  

reprinted many times 
 

This new edition with study guide offers a 
rich overview of a spirituality now  

re-emerging from the mists of time. Each chapter describes 
a feature of the Celtic Church - its worship, rhythm of 
prayer, sense of community, healing, hospitality and  
missionary spirit, with prayers and responses being woven 
into the text—and  challenges us to learn from its saints  
lessons, principles and ways of being renewed in Christ. 
Includes a comprehensive notes section, an inspirational 
study guide with exercises,  follow-up suggestions, Bible 
Study and discussion questions for individuals or groups.  

Price £14.99, Publisher -Kevin Mayhew ISBN 1-84417-186-8 
 
                       Other Editions 
 USA  Celtic Christianity: Deep roots for a  
modern Faith  
$24.95 Anamchara Books 978-1-62524-058-3  

 
Norway Keltiske Veimerker   298 
Krone  - Verbum 
 
Denmark Keltiske Spor   DKK229.00,  
- Boedal  
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Available to Download  
  

WEBCAM MEDITATIONS 

Ray Simpson has completed 19 ten minute 

meditations on the Community of Aidan and 

Hilda’s Way of Life that lead into silent  

reflection, suitable for group meetings or for 

individuals:  

one on each of the Three Life-giving  

Principles and the Ten Waymarks,  

plus meditations on Vows and Voyaging, the 

CA&H Celtic Cross, CA&H churches,  Can 

soul friends become soul mates?  Moslems 

and A Way of Life 
 

These may be downloaded free from 

www.raysimpson.org/resources/downloads. 

or  to view on Youtube.  https://www.youtube.com 

and search by  Community of Aidan and Hilda 

22. Pillars of Faith Celtic Saints  
               (Region 1 DVD) 

An atmospheric journey back to the historic 

roots of the earliest Christians to reach the 

shores of Britain. The film includes a  

fascinating exploration of the Celtic way of 

life and the effect religion had on the fabric of Celtic  

society, including a visit to Lindisfarne and interviews 

with Ray Simpson.  
Price £12.99, Kultur Video  Run time 50mins 

23. Celtic Daily Light–                                      
A Spiritual Journey through the Year 

A favourite ever fresh companion  

 
For each day of the year, this book contains: 
 

 a Bible lectionary consisting of a Psalm, an Old  
Testament and a New Testament reading  

 a passage of scripture setting the day’s theme  

 a piece of literature or material about Celtic saints  
e.g. Samson and Brigid  

 prayers to link the day's readings in powerful,  
intercession 

Price £16.99, Publisher- Kevin Mayhew,  
ISBN 1-84417-099-3 

          USA Edition 

Daily Light from the Celtic Saints 
Ancient Wisdom for Modern Life  
Price: $28.99 Anamchara Books 
ISBN: 978-1-937211-12-7  
www.anamcharabooks.com 

Celtic Spirituality in the Australian  

Landscape  
Ray Simpson and Brent Lyons-Lee 
published by St. Aidan Press 

Order on line from www.aidandhilda.org.au l 

http://www.raysimpson.org/resources/downloads
http://www.aidandhilda.org.au/

